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                    My Kids just joined and I love the message of discipline, respect and structure.  Sensei is good with the kids and...  keeps them entertained while they are learning.read more
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                    Victoria Sensei  is the embodiment of Go-Jyu-Ryu Karate-Do. Through this style he teaches all of his students...  discipline, courage, and heart. Look no further for your children, take them to Victoria Sensei.read more
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                    I like this school and teaching karate to children. Sensei  is wonderful with the students and parents.  I am satisfied...  with the learning of my 8 year old daughter.  thank you Senseiread more
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                    Great Sensei and school!!! My daughter has been going for 2 months, and she has improved her physical fitness and...  discipline. I recommend this school. Sensei is a magnificent person, and imparts discipline and respect towards children.read more
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                    My son Ethan started karate 2 years ago and it's helped him excel in school and at home.  The respect they learn is...  amazing.  Sensei Luis is an inspiration and a great teacher.  I highly recommend Luis Victoria Karate Academy.read more
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                    My grandson started Gojo Ryu with Sensei Luis Victoria when he was 5 years old, a year too young for the Little Dragons...  program. Sensei came to every class one hour early exclusively to work with him until he could be mainstreamed into the program. The attached pictures were taken four years apart, the first being awarded his yellow belt  5 years old) and after four dedicated years, his Sensei tied his Little Dragon Black Belt on him. And Yes, it is HIS Senei! Sensei Victoria's dedication to this art and his students is unsurpassed. He has a natural and singular aptitude of pedagogy not only in Martial Arts, but in teaching Team Building, Leadership, Dedication and his always present mantra of: Discipline, Respect, Courtesy. He recognizes his students for excelling academically in school (and they do!) and celebrates their achievements. He also reminds them that every set back is an opportunity for redemption. His concept of teaching this Marshal Art, is not just the physical (although they do a lot of physical activity i.e. calisthenics) the meaning, philosophy and intent behind every action is explained. He is widely respected in the Marshall Arts community, and brings in guest instructors of his beloved style and others. I would not be the least surprised that Grandsons relationship with HIS Sensei does not last throughout their lives. Without reservation, I recommend this program.read more
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                    Amazing school! My son has been going for 3 months and he has surpassed my expectations. Not only has he improved in...  the sport he graduated kindergarten with honors...
Thank you sensei for you teachings and great values.read more
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https://youtu.be/tBw0LqjI9aU
Telemundo Interview
https://youtu.be/sdbmYA8_eek
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